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INTRODUCTION

Robert E. Kreutz, though professionally employed as a development engineer, attained a reputation as an
accomplished composer, leaving a legacy of over 394 compositions. While working a fulltime job at
Gates Rubber Company, Kreutz reared nine children with his wife, Evelyn. He was able to cultivate his
musical gifts by directing a church choir and composing music at night and on weekends. Although
Kreutz was primarily devoted to composing sacred and secular choral works, the marimba attracted his
attention as an instrument capable of attaining a vocal quality. In fact, a significant correlation exists
between Kreutz’s marimba music and that which he wrote for the choral domain. To appreciate this
relationship, the compositional influences that combined to create his musical vocabulary must first be
explored.

Kreutz was principally influenced by two composition teachers: Leo Sowerby, and Normand Lockwood.
He studied with Sowerby at the American Conservatory of Music from 1946-1951, and with Lockwood
at the University of Denver from 1966-1970. He also audited classes taught by Arnold Schoenberg at
the University of California at Los Angeles in 1944. Kreutz was able to assimilate a unique
compositional style through the influence of these teachers, through collaboration with his friend, the
composer Edwin Fissinger, and through the comprehensive study of his favorite composers: Copland,
Barber, Mahler, Shostakovich, and Prokofiev.1 The influence of these composers can be heard
throughout many of Kreutz’s major compositions.

Kreutz’s primary focus as a composer was sacred choral music written for the Roman Catholic liturgy.
The most noteworthy among his sacred choral works are two pieces for choir and orchestra which were
commissioned for the procession of Pope John Paul II at Masses which he celebrated in America:

Laudate Dominum for a Mass celebrated at Dodger Stadium in Los Angeles in 1987, and Gaudeamus
Omines in Domino for World Youth Day in Denver in 1993. His hymn Gift of Finest Wheat gained
national prominence when it was selected as the official hymn of the 41st International Eucharistic

1

Robert A. Kreutz, telephone interview by author, November 2001.
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Congress in 1976. However, his greatest vocal undertaking was composing the opera Francesco: A

Musical Biography of St. Francis of Assisi. In addition to his sacred choral compositions, he penned
sixteen solo songs, several demanding choral works for university choirs, many pieces for piano and
organ, works for strings, numerous chamber pieces, and finally ten compositions featuring the marimba
in various settings.

When composing music for the marimba, Robert E. Kreutz, although altering his writing style slightly,
used many of the same compositional techniques that he did when writing for choir. This study will
explore how he based his compositional approach for the marimba on his choral writing style. Kreutz’s
biographical background will first be detailed so that the reader may better understand his
compositional works and how they were inspired. Next, Kreutz’s interest in writing music for the
marimba will be explored. His extant marimba works will then be surveyed. Finally, the stylistic
similarities and differences between Kreutz’s works for choir and those written for marimba will be
analyzed.
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BIOGRAPHY

Robert Edward Kreutz was born on March 21, 1922 in La Crosse, Wisconsin. He was reared in La
Crosse by his parents, Edward and Viola, and grew up with his three sisters. In addition to studying
piano with his mother who was a concert pianist, he learned to play both the organ, and clarinet.2
Although he held a reputation as a musician, he was also known as “Lefty” Kreutz, the pitcher whose
left-handed curveball took his baseball team to the state championship.3 After graduating from Aquinas
High School in La Crosse, Kreutz began his education in the machine division of a local vocational
school. After a summer spent working alongside his father at the Segelke and Kohlhaus Company,
Kreutz enrolled at the La Crosse Normal School, which is now the University of Wisconsin at La Crosse.4

At an Aquinas High School basketball game in December of 1940, Kreutz met John Paul, a student who
later became a Catholic priest, and bishop of La Crosse. With John Paul’s assistance, Kreutz was able to
obtain a baseball scholarship at Loras College.5 In 1941, Kreutz left La Crosse Normal School to
continue his studies at Loras College, an all-male Catholic college in Dubuque, Iowa. As a student
there, Kreutz studied organ and music theory with music professor Edward Eigenschenk. Eigenschenk,
whose primary teaching responsibility was at the American Conservatory of Music in Chicago, traveled
twice a week to Dubuque to teach theory, piano, and organ at Loras College.6

During his time as a student in Dubuque, Kreutz began to set his sights on a career as a church music
composer. While a member of the college choir, Kreutz sang at the funeral of Father Alphonse Kress, a
noted composer. As Kreutz recalled, “The thought struck me during the funeral, composing church

2

Alice Dempsey, “At Christmas Kreutz makes music,” Golden Transcript, 20 December 1990, 14.

3

Evelyn Kreutz, telephone interview by author, 25 January 2004.

4

Juliana Bishop Hoch, interview by author, Loveland, CO, 6 January 2004.

5

Fr. Bernard McGarty, “‘Gift of Finest Wheat’ made it to the big leagues,” Times Review, 14 June 1984.

6

Juliana Bishop Hoch, “The Solo Works with Keyboard Accompaniment of Robert Edward Kreutz” (D.A. diss., University of Northern
Colorado, 2004).
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music might be a worthwhile career.”7 However, World War II provided a temporary roadblock to
Kreutz’s career objectives.

In March of 1943, Kreutz entered the Army Reserve Corps after having attended Loras College for less
than two years. After entering the military, Kreutz was sent to California to study German. Robert
Kreutz researcher Joseph Testa explained that, “During this time, the military was particularly interested
in those men having experience with foreign languages; hence, Kreutz was selected to attend the
University of California, Los Angeles to study German for war intelligence purposes.”8 It was at UCLA,
while studying German to assist in breaking the German code that Kreutz had the opportunity to audit
classes in counterpoint and orchestration taught by the renowned composer Arnold Schoenberg.
Coincidentally, Kreutz’s German professor, Richard Torberg, was a close friend of Schoenberg’s, and,
being aware of Kreutz’s interest in music and composition, made the arrangements for Kreutz to attend
these two classes.9 Kreutz discussed his memories of this experience with Joseph Testa during a 1994
interview:
On a theory level, I was below that of what the other kids had already taken at that point.
One of the things Schoenberg had us do in that counterpoint class was to listen to excerpts
from recordings of Mozart String Quartets; we would have manuscript paper, and then he
would play what seemed to be about 15 measures, then turning to us he would say, ‘Now
write that down just like you heard it’…

He was a stickler for perfection and melodic lines, which you can carry into the choral
business — no one wants to write or sing a choral piece when the individual melodic lines
are uninteresting. So from him I came to appreciate that aspect about the value of decent
melodic lines for all instruments: that’s why I think he chose Mozart and also some Haydn to
listen to. You really had to listen to those melodic lines, and sometimes he would give you a

7

McGarty, “Gift.”

8

Joseph E. Testa, “The Choral Compositions of Robert Kreutz: An Investigation into the Melodic, Harmonic, Rhythmic and Textual
Elements of this American Composer’s Style” (D.M.A. diss., University of Arizona, 1994), 16.

9

Hoch, interview.
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chance in that you wouldn’t have all of them at once, but rather, the flow would be from one
to another and then sometimes back again, but you needed to get everything in its right place
— and that’s a very valuable lesson for choral writing because that quartet idea is the same
philosophy as writing for choirs…

The orchestration classes were situations where he would play excerpts of recordings,
especially Brahms, and he would talk a great deal about them and point out the density of
things and how important it was to save some of your ideas and not ‘shoot your guns’, so to
speak, too quickly or too many times in a work, but to save some for a time when you need a
more climatic moment.10
Arnold Schoenberg impressed upon a youthful Robert Kreutz that a composer should write music on a
daily basis. This is precisely what Kreutz did throughout his life. Shortly before the end of World War II,
Kreutz, as a member of the Signal Corps, was stationed in Hawaii and was working toward breaking the
Japanese code. During this time, Kreutz worked on composition exercises late at night in the latrine
because it was the only place where there was a light on for him to see the manuscript paper.11 Robert
Kreutz researcher Joan Jensen suggested that, “He was probably one of the few GIs who carried his
harmony books, orchestration book, counterpoint and manuscripts in a duffle bag wherever he was
stationed.”12

It was also during this time that Kreutz began to study violin. During his few moments of free time, he
would take his violin into the woods, away from the camp, and practice different bowings to better
understand how to compose for the instrument.13 After Kreutz and his group helped crack the Japanese
code, he was shipped to Manila.14 He began to study the cello with the Manila Symphony’s principal

10

Testa, “The Choral Compositions,” 17–18.

11

Testa, “The Choral Compositions,” 18.

12

Joan Jensen, “Robert E. Kreutz, Colorado Composer,” Choirsters Guild Letters, November 1983, 64.

13

Testa, “The Choral Compositions,” 18.

14

Hoch, interview.
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cellist, paying him a carton of cigarettes per week for the lessons. After becoming proficient on the
instrument, Kreutz began writing compositions for the cello, some of which he performed on the local
radio.15

In 1946, after several years of service to his country, Kreutz resumed his studies. Instead of returning to
Loras College, he enrolled at the American Conservatory of Music in Chicago, hoping to study with his
former teacher, Edward Eigenschenk. However, Eigenschenk felt that, due to his interest in composition,
Kreutz would be better served studying under the renowned composer and organist, Leo Sowerby.16 As
a student of Sowerby’s, Kreutz always went above and beyond the assigned workload by providing far
more compositional exercises than were required, much to the professor’s delight.17 Kreutz
occasionally attended services at St. James Episcopal Church, where Sowerby was organist and music
director, to observe his teacher perform. Kreutz fostered a close relationship with Sowerby, whom he
considered not only a teacher, but a mentor as well. As he recalled in a letter to Diana Haskell of the
Newberry Library of Chicago on December 6, 1994:
He [Sowerby] was a marvelous teacher of composition and a solid influence on my work
then and still to this day. He was a driving force in getting our early works performed and
critiqued, providing the tremendous experience of hearing…what we had envisioned and
composed. He provided a springboard in meeting other composition students, among
them Edwin Fissinger…18

Edwin Fissinger, who was at the time pursuing a master’s degree at the American Conservatory,
taught an ear-training class which Kreutz was required to take. Kreutz and Fissinger were close
in age, and lived in the same apartment building.19 The two young composers developed a

15

Testa, “The Choral Compositions,” 18–19.

16

Testa, “The Choral Compositions,” 19.

17

Evelyn Kreutz, interview.

18

Robert E. Kreutz, personal correspondence to Diana Haskell, 6 December 1994.

19

Evelyn Kreutz, interview.
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friendship that lasted their entire lives as both composers continued to draw inspiration from one
another.20
In 1947, Kreutz married Evelyn Parker, whom he had met while in the military. After the
wedding, Evelyn worked as a secretary to help fund her husband’s studies.21 Kreutz graduated with a
Bachelor’s degree in music in 1949, and had completed nearly all of the requirements for a Master’s
degree in composition, when, in 1953 he and Evelyn decided to leave Chicago. After rejecting job
offers for music professorships from colleges in Utah and Texas, Kreutz and his wife relocated to
Lakewood, Colorado, a suburb of Denver.22 After settling in Lakewood, Kreutz accepted a position
teaching third grade and general music at St. Joseph’s Elementary School.23 Two years later, he began
what he thought would be a temporary position with Gates Rubber Company in Denver. However, this
“temporary position” became a life-long career. While at Gates Rubber Company, Kreutz “eventually
became a development engineer working with chemical compounds to enhance the performance of car
tires.”24 Despite working as an engineer in a corporate setting, Kreutz never forgot that composition was
his true calling.
While living in Lakewood, Robert and Evelyn started their family, which eventually grew to
include nine children. In addition to working full-time, Kreutz became the choir director at St.
Bernadette Catholic Church. This position led to the composition of many pieces of music for the
Catholic liturgy.25
In 1966, Kreutz accepted a full scholarship at the University of Denver to continue his studies and
complete his Master’s degree. While at the University of Denver, Kreutz studied under Normand
Lockwood, who had a significant and long-lasting influence on Kreutz’s compositional style.

20

Testa, “The Choral Compositions,” 19.

21

Evelyn Kreutz, interview.

22

Brett Jones, “Robert Kreutz: An overview of his life and works for percussion,” Percussive Notes, December 2002, 68.

23

Dempsey, “At Christmas,” 14.

24

Jones, “Robert Kreutz,” 68.

25

Testa, “The Choral Compositions,” 20.
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Lockwood’s influence on Kreutz can be noted by examining the similarities between his and Kreutz’s
compositional styles. These compositional similarities include a fascination with liturgical chant, the
use of imitation between sections of the choir, and the use of text as a formal device in each composer’s
choral works. Regarding his use of text, Lockwood’s biographer, Kay Norton wrote, “For Lockwood, text
not only serves as the catalyst for a choral piece, it is the overriding ‘raison d’etre’ for the work from start
to finish. Every choice he makes, whether rhythmic, melodic, harmonic, formal, dynamic, or textural,
seems traceable to this conviction.”26 While Kreutz explained about his use of text, “I live with the song
text for a while, trying to get the feeling of the high points and the rhythm of the speech. I gear the
music to reach those high points, so that the message can truly be brought out.”27

Robert Kreutz continued working for the Gates Rubber Company for almost 31 years, until he retired in
1985. His job, being unrelated to music, allowed him to have a fresh approach to composition each
night. Regarding his position at Gates and his musical vocation, Kreutz once noted that, “even though
my job at Gates was much different than my composing, the two always seemed to balance and
complement one another.”28 After retiring from Gates Rubber Company, Kreutz continued to direct the
choir at St. Bernadette while also directing the choir at Our Lady of Fatima Catholic Church for several
years. After 30 years of directing choirs, Kreutz retired in 1990.29

Kreutz composed primarily at night and on weekends, but never mentally strayed far from his
compositions. For example, he would sometimes compose music in his mind while driving, and he
would always keep a pad and pencil by his bed to write down melodic ideas that came to him in his
sleep.30 By restricting his amount of sleep to only a few hours per night, Kreutz was able to balance his
many commitments to his faith, family, and music. He supported his large family, and shared with them

26

Kay Norton, Normand Lockwood: His Life and Music (Metuchen, NJ: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1993).

27

James Fiedler, “A Beautiful Way to Communicate,” The Denver Catholic Register, 21 July 1976, 2.

28

Rae Jean Matlack, “Retiree composes music for Pope’s Mass,” Gates Spectrum, September 1987.

29

Dempsey, “At Christmas,” 14.

30

Marc Shulgold, “Robert E. Kreutz, 74, engineer and composer of Catholic music,” Rocky Mountain News, 10 April 1996, 18B.
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his gift of music through their involvement in his church choir. His children, whom he always kept at
the top of his priority list, remember him as an excellent and loving father, a humble and holy man.3132
Throughout his life, Kreutz composed an astonishing corpus of both sacred and secular works. He
completed over 394 compositions of various settings and instrumentations, at least 267 of which were
published.33 Unfortunately, he remains relatively unknown to the musical world in spite of his myriad of
compositions. A possible explanation of this lack of recognition was given by researcher Joseph E. Testa:
“Robert Kreutz neither taught nor conducted at an institution of higher learning. This, coupled with the
fact that his attentions were divided between two careers, may account for the relative unfamiliarity of
his name and music outside the circle of church musicians.”34

In 1996, after a year of declining health, Robert Kreutz passed away at sunrise on Easter morning to the
sound of his wife and children singing his favorite Easter hymn, Jesus Christ is Risen Today.35

31

Robert A. Kreutz, interview.

32

Gina Barta, telephone interview by author, February 2004.

33

Hoch, interview.

34

Testa, “The Choral Compositions,” 14.

35

Steve Garnaas, “Choral-music composer Kreutz dies,” The Denver Post, 9 April 1996, 11D.
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INTEREST IN WRITING FOR MARIMBA

While studying composition at the American Conservatory of Music, Kreutz, who had an affinity for the
sound of the marimba, approached James Dutton requesting guidance in composing music for the
instrument. Dutton, who was the professor of percussion, illustrated the marimba playing technique for
Kreutz. He explained what worked on the instrument compositionally, and more importantly, what did
not.36 Kreutz then wrote several compositions which were performed by Dutton, his marimba trio, and
his students. This benefited Kreutz through the direct feedback that he received from these marimbists.
Included in these early works for marimba are Western Sketches, Trio for Two Marimbas and Piano, and

Legend. All three were published by James Dutton’s publishing company, Percussion Arts, in Chicago.
As a result of these publications, Kreutz became known in the percussion world as a marimba composer.

After leaving the American Conservatory of Music and moving to Colorado, Kreutz’s marimba music still
received many performances in Chicago. While a student at American Conservatory and studying with
James Dutton, Donald Skoog performed several of Kreutz’s compositions. Taken with their
compositional worth, Skoog contacted Kreutz about commissioning a concerto for marimba. Kreutz
wrote Dialogue for Marimba and Orchestra over a six month span in 1979. It was premiered in October
of 1983. About this commission, Skoog recently wrote “I gave Bob free reign. I made no preconditions
and I never complained about, or changed a single note. He was a master and the piece is perfect as it
is.”37

The relationship formed between Kreutz and Skoog led to the composition and publication of several
more marimba pieces. Kreutz wrote Prisms for Flute and Marimba to prepare himself for the
composition of Dialogue. Skoog transcribed Kreutz’s sacred choral and organ piece Hail Mary for solo
marimba. Of this arrangement Skoog explained that, “Hail Mary fit the marimba so well that it really

36 Donald Skoog, personal correspondence to author, January 29, 2004.
37 Skoog, correspondence.
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transcribed itself. His choral music just fits the instrument.”38 Kreutz illustrated this through the
composition of Where Your Treasure Is, and Two Psalms. Both pieces are for marimba and mixed voices
and were premiered by Skoog and his wife’s church choir. In 1983, Skoog founded the publishing
company The Contemporary Music Project through which he published Prisms, Dialogue, Two Psalms,
and Hail Mary.39
Years later, after having attended a recital given by Douglas Walter, percussion professor at the
University of Colorado at Boulder, Kreutz was again inspired to compose for the marimba. Walter
commissioned the composer to write a work for him to premier. The resultant piece was entitled

Pranksters – at Large. It was scored for marimba and piano, and was first performed in 1995 by Douglas
Walter at the University of Colorado.40 The final work that Kreutz composed for the marimba was a set
of six movements for solo marimba entitled Loose Cannons. After composing this multi-movement work
in 1995, Kreutz submitted it to Walter for review.41

38

Skoog, correspondence.

39

Skoog, correspondence.

40

Thomas Siwe, “Siwe Guide to Solo and Ensemble Percussion Literature,” Percussive Arts Society On-line, [cited 24 January 2004];
available from Percussive Arts Society at http://www.pas.org; INTERNET.

41

Jones, “Robert Kreutz,” 70.
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WORKS FOR MARIMBA

Before comparing Kreutz’s marimba works with his choral works, it is essential for the reader to first
become familiar with his marimba compositions. In the section that follows, each of Kreutz’s extant
marimba works is reviewed, preparing the reader for the stylistic comparison that is to follow.

Western Sketches: This work was the first major piece that Kreutz wrote for marimba. It is a marimba
trio that was dedicated to, and premiered by the James Dutton Trio. Written in 1949, this trio consists of
three movements, each of a “Western” theme. The first, “Horse Thief,” is a lively movement utilizing
two-mallet technique and featuring continual sixteenth notes shifting throughout the three parts. The
fast harmonic rhythm of the movement is based on the quarter note. “The Noble Prairie” is the middle
movement which consists mainly of rolls in all three parts. This movement, which is similar to Kreutz’s
chorale writing style, creates a desolate, open landscape through music. It requires superior
musicianship and the use of four-mallet technique. The final movement, entitled “Rodeo,” will
challenge even the most capable marimbist’s ability to execute fast, repeated double and triple stops on
the marimba.

The work as a whole can be performed on two marimbas, but is more easily played on three. One
marimba should be an extended marimba with a high F (F7) note. If such a marimba is not available,
the sections utilizing this range can be performed an octave lower than written. A low C note (C3), is all
that is required of both marimbas. Western Sketches was originally published by Percussion Arts in
1963, but is now out of print.

Trio: Another early marimba chamber work by Kreutz, Trio was written in 1950 while he was a student
at the American Conservatory of Music. Requiring two marimbas and piano, it was premiered by the
James Dutton Trio in Ames, Iowa.42 It is a two-movement work that incorporates both two-mallet and
four-mallet technique, creating a beautiful interplay between both marimbas and the piano. As

42

Siwe, “Siwe Guide.”
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marimbist Janet E. Thomas noted, “This trio is probably the most outstanding chamber piece written for
marimba. The three parts are constantly changing roles among themselves, and at the same time, each
maintaining its own significance.”43 Trio, which was published by Percussion Arts, but is currently out
of print, received votes for the 1979 Percussive Arts Society Composition Contest.44

Legend: This is Kreutz’s only work for large marimba ensemble. It was premiered in September 1973 by
the American Conservatory Marimba Choir under the direction of James Dutton.45 This versatile piece
can be played by as few as five marimbists, or nine or more if a ‘marimba choir’ sound is desired. If
played by five marimbists, four-mallet technique is required of four of them.

This marimba ensemble composition is beautifully crafted. It splits the ensemble into two quasiantiphonal marimba “choirs” creating wonderful interplay and exchange of musical ideas between the
two. Legend is a one-movement work which requires both a double bass to support the low end of the
texture, and an obligato piano. It was originally published by Percussion Arts, but is now out of print.

Prisms: This duet was originally written for the combination of flute and marimba, but was later adapted
for clarinet and marimba as well. It consists of six short movements, each in a contrasting style. The
marimba part can be performed on a four and one-third octave marimba. As George Frock explained in
his review of Prisms in Percussive Notes, “The work is presented first as a tone row with modified
imitation.”46 As a whole, the work requires both two-mallet and four-mallet technique. As the author
noted, “The four-mallet marimbist will be challenged technically through the use of one-handed rolls.
In other movements, the performer will encounter very fast and difficult two-mallet patterns.”47 It is a

43

Hoch, interview.

44

Neal Fluegel, personal correspondence to Robert E. Kreutz, 16 October 1979.

45

Jones, “Robert Kreutz,” 69.

46

George Frock, Review of Prisms, by Robert E. Kreutz, Percussive Notes, June 1999, 69.

47

Jones, “Robert Kreutz,” 69.
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piece which, according to Frock, “should receive strong consideration for recital programs for both
instruments.”48

This duet was written by Kreutz as a “warm-up” for writing the concerto Dialogue for Marimba and

Orchestra.49 Evidence of this can be seen by comparing stylistic motives in both works. For example,
the fourth movement of Prisms uses as its rhythmic base the exact same rhythmic motive found at the
beginning of Dialogue. This motive is inverted in the second movement of Prisms, as it is near the end
of Dialogue. Finally, in the sixth movement of Prisms, two melodic lines are created, one by each
mallet, which are staggered melodically in sixteenth notes. The same technique can be noted in several
sections of Dialogue.

Prisms was premiered by Donald Skoog, and first published in 1982 by The Contemporary Music
Project. It was later published by Penn Oak Press, but publication of Prisms has since ceased.

Dialogue: Considered by some as the pinnacle of his marimba works, this marimba concerto requires
both two-mallet and four-mallet playing techniques and is performable on a four and one-third octave
marimba. It takes the soloist and orchestra through a variety of styles and moods which are connected
through thematic use of melody, rhythm, and harmony. Dialogue contains lively dance rhythms and
shifting meters which vary from section to section. The composer wrote about his work that “The solo
marimba writing employs a wide range of instrumental and mallet technique which requires quick
change[s] and great dexterity in the performance of this ‘concerto’ level work.”50 Kreutz further noted
that the “form of the single movement work is derived and developed from the opening statement by the
marimba.”51 The harmonic vocabulary that Kreutz used for this piece contains many twentieth-century
techniques in a basically tonal setting. In his review of Dialogue in Percussive Notes, Niel DePonte

48

Frock, “Prisms,” 69.

49

Jones, “Robert Kreutz,” 69.

50

Robert E. Kreutz, “Symphony orchestra concert program notes,” Colorado State University, 14 October 1983.

51

Kreutz, “Concert Program Notes.”
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described the harmonic language as being “tonally oriented combining quartal, quintal, major, and
minor sonorities.”52 The composer emphasized that in Dialogue, the “music attempts to convey the
beauty and versatility of the solo marimba in a basically tonal orchestral setting. Musical ideas are
presented by solo instruments or in various combinations in direct interplay with the marimba.”53

Written as a commission for Donald Skoog, Dialogue was premiered by Skoog and the Colorado State
University Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Will Schwartz. Kreutz’s son, Bob, was a member
of the Colorado State University Symphony Orchestra and played in the premier of the work. He said
about performing the work, “It’s enjoyable to see what I’ve seen him writing at home, and then suddenly
there it is in real life.”54

Dialogue was published by The Contemporary Music Project in 1985. The full orchestration and a
piano reduction of the orchestration were available to accompany the solo marimba. The concerto is no
longer in print, and is currently unavailable.

Hail Mary: This piece was written in 1979 for choir and organ. It was later transcribed by Donald Skoog
for solo marimba, and fits within the range of a four and one-third octave marimba. Although described
as a “good etude to give a student” in a 1984 Percussive Notes review,55 Hail Mary requires the utmost
in musicality and a sensitive touch from the performer. Its compositional construction and harmonic
language make it more of a beautiful form of artistic and emotional expression than a “simple etude.”

This transcription basically combines the choral and organ parts, which were both written in a fourvoice texture. Receiving permission to release this transcription from G.I.A. Publications, Skoog

52

Niel DePonte, Review of Dialogue for Marimba and Orchestra, by Robert E. Kreutz, Percussive Notes, October 1984, 73–74.

53

Kreutz, “Concert Program Notes.”

54

Betsy Lewis, “Orchestra to perform challenging program,” The Rocky Mountain Collegian, 13 October 1983.

55

Michael Rosen, Review of Hail Mary, by Robert E. Kreutz, Percussive Notes, January 1984, 74.
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published Hail Mary in 1983 through his publishing company, The Contemporary Music Project. The
transcription was later available through Penn Oak Press, but is now out of print.

Where Your Treasure Is: This choral work was originally written in 1980 for a cappella choir. The text
of this piece comes from a poem written by a Carmelite nun living in Littleton, Colorado.56 This a

cappella composition was rewritten for choir and organ some time later. In April of 1983, Kreutz
arranged it for marimba and choir and sent it as a gift to Donald Skoog’s wife, Judy Hanna. It was
premiered by Hanna’s church choir in Chicago with Skoog performing the marimba part.57 Where Your

Treasure Is was never published.

Two Psalms: This two-movement work, written for marimba and mixed chorus, sets to music adapted
texts from Psalms 27 and 95. Composed in 1984, the piece was dedicated to, and premiered by Donald
Skoog and his wife, Judy. The first movement is a chorale which requires rolls with four mallets. In an
article written for Percussive Notes, the author noted of this movement that “The marimba introduces
each of the three sections with a ‘hunting horn’ motive setting up the choir’s entrance.”58 James
Lambert, writing for Percussive Notes, asserted that the “second movement has been conceived as a
‘driving fanfare’ with a wonderfully soft, contrasting ending.”59 This second movement, which requires
the use of four mallets, also incorporates contrasting eighth notes and eighth note triplets.60

Two Psalms can be performed in either a sacred, or concert setting. It requires a choir of singers
capable of carrying independent lines. James Lambert concluded that the “combination of mediums

56

Gina Barta, personal correspondence to author, 13 January 2004.

57

Skoog, correspondence.

58

Jones, “Robert Kreutz,” 69.
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James Lambert, Review of Two Psalms for Mixed Voices and Marimba, by Robert E. Kreutz, Percussive Notes, January 1986, 76.

60

Jones, “Robert Kreutz,” 69.
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(marimba and choir) is refreshing.”61 Two Psalms, which was originally published by the Contemporary
Music Project, is now available through Southern Music Company.

Pranksters – at Large: This work was commissioned by the University of Colorado percussion professor,
Douglas Walter. It was written in 1995, and premiered by Walter at the University of Colorado in the
same year.62 Pranksters – at Large is a one-movement work with contrasting sections, written for solo
marimba with piano accompaniment. It gets its thematic title from clowns that Kreutz encountered
entertaining children at a children’s hospital…acting like ‘pranksters – at large.’63 This ten-minute work
requires a four and one-third octave marimba. It calls for two, three, and four-mallet playing with
sections ranging from fast and rhythmic, to slow and rolled. Pranksters – at Large was never published.

Loose Cannons: This was Kreutz’s last work for marimba. He wrote this collection of six movements in
1995, a year before he died. Each one of the movements was dedicated to one of his grandchildren:
“Footrace” to Alexander, “Jamie’s Waltz” to Jamie, “Graffiti Artist” to Preston, “Daffodils” to Samantha,
“Jiggle Jig” to Brandon, and “An Odyssey” to Cameron. Each movement is as unique as the personality
of the grandchild for which it was written. Some movements require the use of two mallets, while
others require four. Although he had intended to add movements for other grandchildren, Kreutz
submitted Loose Cannons to Douglas Walter for review in 1995.64 Declining health prevented Kreutz
from adding movements to the work before his death in 1996.

This piece, which is related to Remembrances, a solo piano work consisting of five movements, each
dedicated to a different one of his children, is the one truly solo marimba piece that Kreutz wrote. The
collection of movements was premiered by the author on July 2, 2003 at Texas Tech University. It has
not yet been published.

61

Lambert, “Two Psalms,” 76.

62

Douglas Walter, telephone interview by author, 13 Febueary 2004.

63

Alice M. Dempsey, “‘A life of song:’ Robert Kreutz to perform in Denver,” Denver Catholic Register, 12 April 1995, 16.
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Douglas Walter, telephone interview by author, November 2001.
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A STYLISTIC COMPARISON OF SELECTED CHORAL AND MARIMBA WORKS

The purpose of this stylistic comparison is to bring to light the strong connection between the
composer’s choral writing style and his writing for marimba. The author will first show evidence of the
chorale influence in Kreutz’s marimba music. Next, the author will illustrate the varied ways in which
Kreutz utilized this chorale style. The author will then show evidence of Kreutz’s choral writing
techniques found in his marimba works. Finally, the author will illustrate adjustments that Kreutz made
in his compositional style when writing for the marimba.

This is not intended to be an exhaustive study. Not every marimba piece will be explored, nor every
choral work. If, after reading the following section, the reader begins to see a connection between the
two, the author will have been successful in his purpose.

As a prelude to the comparison, two main questions must be addressed: Why did Robert Kreutz, a
choral composer, write so many works for marimba, and, did he approach writing marimba pieces in a
similar manner as he did his choral works? The answers to these two questions were touched upon in
conversations Kreutz had with choral conductor Joseph Testa and marimbist Donald Skoog.

In an interview that the author held with Joseph Testa regarding Kreutz’s interest in the sound of the
marimba, Testa recalled, “I was always fascinated with his interest in marimba. [I] didn’t know really
where it came from. When I talked to him about it, he just told me he really was enamored with the
tone, the timbre of the instrument.”65 It may be that Kreutz loved the tone of the marimba because it
reminded him of the sound of a choir. But was he cognizant of that while writing for marimba?

65 Joseph Testa, telephone interview by author, 18 January 2004.
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During a masterclass given by Robert Kreutz and Donald Skoog at Colorado State University after the
premiere of Dialogue for Marimba and Orchestra, Kreutz informed Skoog that his “four-mallet chorale
style was based completely on his choral music concepts.” As Skoog recalled, “What made his
marimba music so good was that he was such an excellent choral composer.”66

Indeed, much of his marimba music did have a distinctly choral sound to it. The application seems
natural enough; the marimba has a “woody” vocal sound, and the marimbist often plays with four
mallets; one for each voice in a typical four-part chorus. As primarily a choral composer, Kreutz, when
writing for marimba, seems to have applied many of these choral compositional traits. It is through the
comparison of his choral and marimba music that one begins to see that this link is no coincidence.

A solid piece of evidence that exists to support the notion that Kreutz made use of his choral writing
technique when composing for the marimba is that he permitted Donald Skoog to publish a solo
marimba transcription of Hail Mary, a chorale originally written for organ and chorus. Through its
arrangement for marimba, one can see that Skoog noticed that Hail Mary, in addition to working well for
choir, was also idiomatic for solo marimba. Through his approval of its adaptation for the marimba,
Kreutz seemed to have also realized its adaptability for the marimba. As previously noted in this study,
Skoog admitted that, “Hail Mary fit the marimba so well that it really transcribed itself. His choral music
just fits the instrument.”67

Another piece of evidence illustrating the similarities between Kreutz’s choral and marimba writing is his
use of a chorale in every marimba piece he composed. Although marimba chorales, which are fourmallet sections consisting mainly of rolls, are not uncommon in marimba literature, most composers do
not include them as an important part of every piece that they write. Kreutz, however, did just that.

66

Skoog, correspondence.

67

Skoog, correspondence.
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In his multi-movement marimba works, at least one movement is based on a chorale. For example, the
middle movement of Western Sketches is a chorale which varies in tempo.

In Two Psalms, the first “Psalm” is entirely a marimba chorale. The marimba supports the chorus while
it is active, and is featured in the sections when the choir is silent.
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The fifth movement of Prisms is a beautiful, atonal chorale movement, utilizing four mallets throughout.

The final movement of Loose Cannons, “An Odyssey,” is almost completely a marimba chorale.

Furthermore, in Kreutz’s single-movement works, at least one section of the piece consists of a marimba
chorale. One such example comes from his marimba concerto, Dialogue for Marimba and Orchestra.
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Another example comes from Kreutz’s only composition for large marimba ensemble, Legend. Legend,
like Dialogue, is a single-movement work, but is entirely chorale-based.

Some of Kreutz’s pieces for marimba contain a section of music that is not a chorale, i.e. not rolled, but
is without a doubt based on four-voice chorale writing. An example of this is in the movement
“Daffodils” from Loose Cannons. Here Kreutz utilized his chorale language, but in a more vertically
isolated way. All four voices are articulated on each quarter note, providing harmonic motion based on
the quarter note. Interestingly, although the notes are not rolled, the tempo of this movement is as slow
as many of his rolled chorales.
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An example which is more rhythmically interesting occurs in Dialogue for Marimba and Orchestra, just
before an orchestral interlude.

Kreutz borrowed much more than the use of chorales from his choral vocabulary when writing for
marimba. One can detect many of Kreutz’s other choral writing clichés in his marimba works as well.
Two techniques that are used to a great extent in his choral writing were originally borrowed from his
approach to writing music for the organ.

The first of these two compositional techniques is the use of pedal point. Examples of Kreutz’s use of
pedal point in his choral compositions are abundant. Not surprisingly, the pedal point often occurs in
the organ accompaniment. However, it also can occur in the bass voice part. Illustrated below are
choral examples of each, followed by parallel examples in his works for marimba.
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The second choral writing cliché that Kreutz borrowed from his writing for organ is the stacking of
voices upon other sustaining voices. Sometimes the voices will all sustain, and in other instances, only
the bottom voice will sustain, creating the illusion of stacked voices. This technique, used in his works
for choir, is also used in his marimba pieces. Examples of both are as follows:
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A choral compositional technique that Kreutz also utilized in his marimba works was the use of
expanding lines. In Kreutz’s choral music, a phrase often begins on a single note or pair of notes in a
closed interval. Generally, these notes expand in either direction, and are joined by added voices as
they progress. This can be seen in many of his choral and marimba works. In the choral compositions,
the expansion often occurs at the beginning of the piece. The following are examples of this in both the
choral and the marimba realms:
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Also prevalent in his choral works is the alternation of voice movement. This creates wandering lines,
filled with suspensions, and chains of suspensions that resolve only momentarily. Kreutz seldom gives
the listener what he or she expects; however, it always seems to satisfy. Cadences are rarely untainted
without a chord extension or added note, and the melodic movement rarely contains typical periodicity.
One choral and three marimba examples of alternation of voice movement are as follows:
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Another approach that Kreutz used in a number of his choral works which also transferred into several
of his marimba works is the use of a melody with rhythmic accompaniment. In the choral works that
contain this technique, Kreutz tends to write the rhythmic bass accompaniment in the keyboard part.
However, in his marimba music, he writes both the melody and the accompaniment to be played by the
marimbist. The following are two examples for each setting:
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Kreutz also used stylistic elements that are not necessarily choral in nature, but are prevalent in his
choral works and carry over into his pieces for marimba. These include the use of imitative
counterpoint, parallel fourths and fifths, quartal and quintal harmonies, cadences to open fifths,
chromatic shifting, modality, phrase elision, and the alternation between two chords setting up a
cadence. Each one of these techniques will be defined and illustrated individually.

Kreutz’s interest in early liturgical music led him to incorporate imitative counterpoint into many of his
choral works. Kreutz utilized this technique in a fresh, twentieth-century fashion, incorporating
counterpoint with great compositional freedom. Not only is this technique found in his choral music,
but it can also be seen in his music for marimba. Examples of each are as follows:
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Like many other twentieth-century composers, Kreutz was fascinated with the sound of fourths and open
fifths. Sometimes he used these two intervals in a parallel manner, creating powerful, open textures. At
other times, Kreutz would stack fourths to form quartal harmonies, or fifths resulting in quintal
harmonies. He was a master of interspersing these intervals into his primarily triadic musical structures.
It was with great prudence that he moved from using triadic harmony to harmonies based on fourths and
fifths, and then back. I Lift up my Eyes is a good choral example containing parallel fifths, while Spring

Grass shows both quartal and quintal harmonies. Western Sketches is an appropriate representative
from the marimba works because parallel fourths show up in “Horse Thief,” while quartal and quintal
harmonies appear in “Rodeo.” Finally, quintal harmonies can be found in Pranksters – at Large.
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Closely related to his use of parallel fourths and fifths is his use of open fifths at cadence points. This
creates a desolate sound which is a trademark of this American composer. It also leads to mode, or
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tonal ambiguity, leaving the listener in a state of questioning and suspense. This technique can be noted
in the following works:
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Chromatic shifting is another technique that Kreutz often utilized. This shifting usually occurs through
parallel chromatic motion in the various voices. The chromatic shifting often resolves temporarily to a
new tonal center. Examples of this technique are as follows:
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Another compositional technique that Kreutz used was modality. The composer synthesized the old
church-based and folk-based modal usages with tonality in a unique way. As Kreutz researcher Juliana
Bishop Hoch noted, “The composer incorporates traditional harmony alongside modern twentiethcentury techniques with ease and grace, using modality in very elaborate, contemporary ways.”68 He
often utilized it to create a religious ambience in a piece. An example of this can be found in the choral
work, To You, O Lord, I Lift my Soul which is in F Mixolydian.

68

Hoch, “The Solo Works.”
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Kreutz’s use of modes can also be noticed in Hail Mary, which begins in G Dorian. The piece utilizes
this modal setting to put the listener in a reverent mood.

Kreutz also used modes to create folk-music settings, such as in “Jiggle Jig” from Loose Cannons. This
movement begins and ends in A Mixolydian.
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Kreutz loved melding the end of one musical phrase with the beginning of another in a technique called
phrase elision. This technique creates seamlessness in the musical line because one section of music
flows directly into the next. Phrase elision occurs on the first beat of the third measure from each of the
following examples taken from From Sion, Perfect in Beauty, Hail Mary, and Legend.
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The final similarity to be discussed in this study is Kreutz’s alternation between two chords forming a
cadence. The alternation between a chord that functions as a dominant and the tonic chord creates a
strong cadence through the use of a weak dominant function chord. This technique, which is common
in both his choral and marimba works, is often accompanied by a pedal point. Following is one
example from his choral works, and three from his marimba works.
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In addition to noting the similarities between Kreutz’s choral and marimba styles, it is also important to
note two adjustments that Kreutz sometimes made when writing music for the marimba. Both of the
observations relate to the fact that shortly after a marimba bar is struck, the sound which it produces
rapidly dies away. This lack of sustain forced the composer to make adjustments in his compositional
style. For example, when writing a marimba chorale, Kreutz would usually indicate that he wanted the
marimbist to sustain a note by rolling. This technique has already been explored in this study.
However, at times Kreutz managed the lack of sustain in a different manner. He would sometimes write
block chords in a rhythmic pattern which would function as, or highlight the melody. This gave the
melody an implied sustain through repetition while providing the piece with forward motion and
rhythmic drive. Two examples follow:
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Another way that Kreutz would highlight both melodic and harmonic movement in a rhythmic manner
was by splitting up melodic lines between the hands of the marimbist. This use of multiple staggered
lines creates a texture that is similar to a roll, but is more rhythmically driving because it outlines a
rhythmic subdivision of the beat. Examples of this are as follows:
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SUMMARY

Robert Kreutz, through his untiring study and devotion to composition, formed a compositional voice
which was unique in style. His ability to utilize varying compositional techniques in a smooth and
uninterrupted manner is evidence of his mastery as a composer. As Joseph Testa noted, “While certain
restrictive twentieth-century techniques are not foreign to Kreutz’s harmonic vocabulary, such as twelvetone composition, he does not feel bound to one system exclusively, but rather, still finds the resources
of traditional harmonic language valuable and inexhaustible.”69

This distinguished composer left the musical world with the gift of many great vocal and instrumental
works of varying genres. As a result of his love for the sound of marimba, he left marimba players with
ten beautiful works in a variety of settings which feature this instrument. In these pieces we encounter a
distinctive compositional style and quality of musical construction which stands alone among the body
of marimba works written by marimba composers thus far.

It has become evident that Kreutz’s choral compositional traits are implicit in his works for marimba. In
fact, this composer’s love for the chorale is illustrated through his inclusion of a chorale in every one of
his marimba works. Kreutz can be considered one of the great marimba chorale writers to date. This, as
was illustrated, is a result of his being such an adept choral composer.

Other compositional techniques also carried over from Kreutz’s choral writing to his marimba writing.
The four-part chorale style is implied in sections of marimba music which are not rolled. Both the use of
pedal point and voice stacking are techniques that Kreutz used extensively in his organ and choral
compositions which also appear in his marimba works. Kreutz’s use of expanding lines stemming from
one or two pitches, and alternating voice movement creates interest of line in his music. He wrote
rhythmically active accompanimental parts that are found both in his choral and marimba music. Also
contained within his choral and marimba works are compositional techniques such as imitative

69 Testa, “The Choral Compositions,” 101.
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counterpoint, parallel fourths and fifths, quartal and quintal harmonies, cadences to open fifths,
chromatic shifting, modality, phrase elision, and the alternation between two chords forming a cadence.
In addition to these aspects that are prevalent in both his choral and marimba works, it was noted that
some compositional techniques utilized by Kreutz are unique to his marimba compositions. Kreutz
would sometimes compensate for the marimba’s lack of sustain through the use of rhythmic patterns
creating both sustain of line and rhythmic drive. Another way that Kreutz adjusted his writing style for
marimba was through the use of multiple staggered lines which added rhythmic sustain to the music.

When taken individually, these connections and illustrations made between the choral and marimba
works of Robert E. Kreutz invite the reader to consider the relationship between the two. Taken as a
whole, these connections encourage the reader to at least accept the underlying, if not the overt
similarities between his choral and marimba works.

Through the study of his life and compositional influences, the roots of Kreutz’s compositional style are
discovered. From studying this composer’s choral works, marimbists can acquire a better understanding
of how his marimba compositions are constructed. It is hoped that this understanding will intensify
marimbists’ love for, and enhance their interpretation of Kreutz’s marimba music.

Unfortunately, although admired by the few marimbists who are familiar with them, Kreutz’s works for
the marimba are a forgotten treasure. Though efforts are being made by his family and several
professional percussionists to make these works available to marimbists, only Two Psalms is currently
published. Sadly, this musical cache is laying hidden, awaiting discovery.
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